IEEE Computer Society 2016 Call for
MAJOR AWARD NOMINATIONS
Help Recognize Computing’s Most Prestigious

IEEE Computer Society awards recognize outstanding achievements and highlight significant contributors in the teaching and R&D computing communities. All members of the profession are invited to nominate individuals who they consider most eligible to receive international recognition of an appropriate society award.

**Computer Entrepreneur Award**
**Sterling Silver Goblet**
Vision and leadership resulting in the growth of some segment of the computer industry.

**Technical Achievement Award**
**Certificate/$2,000**
Contributions to computer science or computer technology.

**Harry H. Goode Memorial Award**
**Bronze Medal/$2,000**
Information sciences, including seminal ideas, algorithms, computing directions, and concepts.

**Hans Karlsson Award**
**Plaque/$2,000**
Team leadership and achievement through collaboration in computing standards.

**Richard E. Merwin Distinguished Service Award**
**Bronze Medal/$5,000**
Outstanding volunteer service to the profession at large, including service to the IEEE Computer Society.

**Harlan D. Mills Award**
**Plaque/$3,000**
Contributions to the practice of software engineering through the application of sound theory.

**Computer Pioneer Award**
**Silver Medal**
Pioneering concepts and development of the computer field.

**W. Wallace McDowell Award**
**Certificate/$2,000**
Recent theoretical, design, educational, practical, or other tangible innovative contributions.

**Taylor L. Booth Award**
**Bronze Medal/$5,000**
Contributions to computer science and engineering education.

**Computer Science & Engineering Undergraduate Teaching Award**
**Plaque/$2,000**
Recognizes outstanding contributions to undergraduate education.

**IEEE-CS/Software Engineering Institute Watts S. Humphrey Software Process Achievement Award**
**(Joint award by CS/SEI)**
**Plaque/$1,500**
Software professionals or teams responsible for an improvement to their organization’s ability to create and evolve software-dependent systems.

**Deadline:** 15 October 2016
**Nomination Site:** awards.computer.org
**For more information visit:** www.computer.org/awards